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After I was elected to the chair rotation of the Conference on College Composition and Communication in the 
summer of 2013, and started thinking seriously about the nature of our conference, I began asking around to see 
what we already know. How many people attend, on average? How full are the breakout rooms, on average? What 
is the budget? What are the processes and deadlines? Who comes to the C’s? These and other fairly routine 
questions began to form my understanding of the conference.  

When I inquired about rooms and attendance, I received a program from the previous year with numbers written 
beside each session; this data comes from the volunteers in the local arrangements committee, whose method is 
to poke their heads into every room after a session has started and count the heads in the room. Those numbers 
are transferred to a printed book and can be used to understand whether a expected large-attendance room 
actually drew a crowd, or if an expected small-attendance room was too full, or if the previous year’s estimates for 
room utilization turned out to be just right. And this information was quite enlightening—it is a birds-eye view of 
resources and visitors to the conference.  

But I also wanted to know about the individual participant’s experiences; and this perspective, one that we might 
call the user-centered perspective, is not something the CCCC collects. I have heard people talk for years about 
how they navigated the conference, and everyone seems to have a ritual for figuring out where to go at each time 
slot. I found myself wondering if there was any way to study the flow of participants around the conference. Such a 
perspective might tell us information we cannot see from the room-utilization tables or the overall registration 
rates. This different perspective would identify bottlenecks between activities, might suggest why attendance was 
poor in certain time slots (i.e. what is competing for participants’ time?), and could help future organizers envision 
a different sort of flow through the conference: perhaps utilizing a hub-and-spoke architecture, choosing to start 
activities later or earlier, or restructuring the scheduled events that have conventionally fallen on one day or the 
other.  

Being a researcher, I began thinking of ways of gathering this conference-flow data. I entertained briefly those 
techniques that were not feasible for the Indianapolis conference: tagging participants in Indianapolis with RFID 
chips, outfitting the conference site with hundreds of face-recognizing cameras, requiring a thorough diary of 
every registered visitor, using an army of volunteers to follow participants around the conference, using Twitter 
hashtags or Foursquare check-ins for sessions, keynotes, restaurants, parties, and other locations. And while I think 
these techniques all have their merits (if not technical, ethical, or human subjects difficulties), I decided to keep it 
simple. I produced a paper tracking sheet with a blank rectangle for every time slot of Thursday and Friday of the 
conference (please see Appendix 2 for a table of all time-slots at the convention). Then, with the help of the 
members running the “C’s the Day” game, I recruited 51 participants who attended the 2014 CCCC in Indianapolis 
and asked them to fill out this form anonymously. The first 50 participants who returned completed forms 
received a $10 Starbucks card, and thus I had a healthy return rate of 51 completed tracking sheets.  
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Since I did not want to constrain participants to just the advertised sessions, but wanted to know about other sorts 
of time and space needs (like going to the gym, sleeping, eating, drinking, and so on), I asked them to write down 
where they were at any given slot. Some respondents wrote simple things like “Sleeping,” “C12,” “Party,” and 
other one-word answers. The following completed sheet, belonging to Participant #2, is typical of those ultra-
simple forms:  

 
Figure 1: Typical Response Sheet 

  



Some volunteers offered much more information than average, as the following sheet, belonging to Participant #7, 
illustrates.  

 
Figure 2: Thorough Responses 

  



A few participants gave me sparse information that was not necessarily tied to any session numbers, as Participant 
14 illustrates. In this case, I searched the conference program for the session described by this sort of description, 
and where I was successful, I added an additional tag to indicate particular sessions like A30, B27, and so on: 

 
Figure 3: Descriptions Converted to Session Numbers 

  



I tallied all the responses into a spreadsheet, and then set about norming the terminology in order to arrive at 
categories that were more or less similar. For example, “sleeping,” “sleep,” “retired for the night,” all became 
“Sleep” in the normed spreadsheet. “Resting,” “taking a break,” “doing nothing,” all got tagged as “Rest.” I faced 
quite a dilemma with the session titles – I did not have adequate information to be able to assign specific session 
numbers (A16, B21, C5, and so on) to the sessions that participants tagged. In some cases, they wrote “yes” in the 
A slot, and “no” in the B slot. Upon reflection, I realized I didn’t really care which session they attended, at least in 
this pilot study. What was more interesting was whether someone was in a session or somewhere else, and the 
user-provided categories gave me a lot of information about those additional categories. So I simplified the session 
labels, time labels, and activity labels, collapsing all the variants of “session” to “S,” for example, or various parties 
to “P.” The following two legends illustrate both coding schemes: 

 
Session name Code 
Th am 1 
A 2 
B 3 
C 4 
D 5 
E 6 
Th pm 7 
F 8 
G 9 
H 10 
I 11 
J 12 
K 13 
Fr pm 1 14 
Fr pm 2 15 
Table 1:  Session Codes 

 
Activity Code 
Ballroom BR 
Newcomer bkfst NCB 
Sleep/nap sleep 
Work W 
Eat F 
Feat. Session feat.sess. 
Session S 
Party P 
Posters Posters 
Meeting/Committee Meet 
Socialize soc 
SIGs/Caucuses SIG 
Awards A 
Wander Outside O 
Wander Inside In 
Rest rest 
Exercise X 
Bedford Party BP 
Table 2:  Activity Codes

  

 

  



The following data table brings all the response sheets into one place, normalized and ready for analysis: 

 

Table 3: Final Coding Scheme 

  

Part 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
1 BR feat.sess. S F EX S BP S S S F W S F SIG
2 NCB S S S meet X BP sleep sleep feat.sess. F S W P P
3 BR S S S S soc BP sleep S S S S EX soc P
4 sleep Posters Posters F meet S BP sleep S S S S S F soc
5 W S S S S EX BP S EX S F S S SIG F
6 sleep S S F S S SIG sleep O S EX S F soc
7 BR S F S S O BP S S S F S
8 BR S F S S S sleep S S S S F EX
9 BR S S S S BP S S S S EX P
10 BR S Posters S S S
11 BR S S S F S BP S S S F S EX P
12 BR S S F S S soc O S S F S S soc soc
13 BR W S soc soc sleep BP sleep sleep S F EX S soc F
14 sleep S S S S soc BP sleep S S S S S F SIG
15 F S S F S F BP sleep F S S F S F SIG
16 F S F S S W BP F meet soc S F S F SIG
17 BR S F S S S F F W sleep sleep EX F F P
18 sleep S O O S F O F F rest rest S S meet SIG
19 BR S F S rest S P F rest S F S EX P P
20 SIG W O S F S meet SIG
21 BR feat.sess. S S BP meet meet S S S A meet
22 NCB S S S W S BP S S S F S S W P
23 sleep W S F S W SIG sleep F F S EX S F soc
24 W S S S F W BP F meet W S EX S F SIG
25 BR S S S F S BP S S S S S S P soc
26 BR posters posters W S P posters posters meet meet A
27 S S S S S S
28 F S W F S S P S W W F S soc F P
29 W W W W S rest BP sleep S F S S meet P meet
30 feat.sess. S S S S S S S S
31 W meet meet S W S BP W meet S S S F meet soc
32 F S W W F S P S S S F meet S meet SIG
33 BR S F S S F W O S S F S S A soc
34 W S S F W W BP W S S F S S F meet
35 sleep W S S S F sleep W S F S S sleep soc
36 sleep feat.sess. W W W S BP S W W S S soc A SIG
37 sleep S F S S S BP sleep meet S F meet O meet F
38 W W S S W EX BP W S S S S W SIG
39 W S meet sleep W W P S S S soc F sleep O P
40 NCB feat.sess. S F S S BP F S S S F S rest SIG
41 W W S EX S S BP sleep S S S F work F P
42 BR feat.sess. feat.sess. S S S S S EX
43 sleep W W W F S SIG sleep S F S S S rest P
44 W W W W S BP sleep S F S S S F F
45 S S S W BP sleep F S S F meet W F
46 BR S S F W rest BP O In S F S S A SIG
47 S S F S S sleep sleep S S S S
48 sleep feat.sess. F W S P BP sleep sleep W W S S soc SIG
49 BR S F S S F F S F S F S S SIG
50 sleep S S F S EX BP sleep sleep EX F S S F SIG
51 sleep In S F S S P S F S F S S F SIG



With similar activities now having the same labels, I could take a look at aggregate numbers, and created the 
following pie chart (see Figure 4) to get a sense of the 51 participants’ averaged experiences. This chart already 
tells us more about participants’ movements than the room utilization figures collected from CCCC. I don’t think 
these activities should be surprising to anyone who attends a conference, as they seem to reflect many people’s 
experiences. The bulk of the activities indicated by my participants take place in the sessions, followed by eating, 
working on conference presentations or other work, and sleeping.  

 

 
Figure 4: Aggregate Participant Experiences 

But where is the individual in this aggregate data? To truly visualize the lifeworld of the individual conference 
participant, we need to follow her individual movements around the conference. I take my inspiration for this 
philosophy from user-centered design, which places faith in individual users and their behaviors and preferences. 
Accordingly, the final part of this research project involved creating 51 dots to represent my participants, then 
setting them in motion around the convention. And in animating all 51 participants, we get a view of the 
conference like an ant farm, where each dot moves with free will around the conference, but the aggregate 
movements of the participants reveal patterns of preference and human needs. Since most of the data is 
meaningful as a concept, rather than an actual geographic place, I decided to create a conceptual map, which 
could represent not only sessions and parties (whose location was more or less known), but also work, sleep, 
networking (whose locations are indeterminate). Using the normed categories offered by my participants, I 
constructed the conceptual map below, with geometric shapes representing activities. To make the map easier to 
follow, I color-coded activities and located them together on the concept chart:  

• Green: peer-reviewed conference activities  
• Maroon: non peer-reviewed conference activities  
• Light blue: attendee-defined and -driven activities  

Ballroom 18 

Newcomer bkfst 3 

Sleep/nap 42 

Work 62 Eat 103 

Feat. Session 9 

Session 293 

Party 22 

Posters 7 

Meeting/Committee 25 

Socialize 21 

SIGs/Caucuses 21 
Awards 5 Wander 

Outside 11 

Wander Inside 2 

Rest 8 
Exercise 1 

Bedford Party 29 

Exhibits 18 



The overall conceptual map, prior to the arrival of the animated dots, looks like this: 

 
Figure 5: Conceptual Map of CCCC 2014 Activities 

Next, we place 51 dots on the chart, each uniquely numbered, located on the left of the chart at 8:00 on Thursday. 
Using the information about what each person reported doing at each time slot, each dot moves to the proper 
location. Where there is missing information in the data sheets, the dot vanishes and will reappear when the 
respondent’s reporting resumes. Where there is a continuous link from one time slot to the next, the dot is 
animated and moves from one conceptual location to the next.  

The best way to watch this visualization is to watch the video, which is posted to YouTube at the following link: 
http://youtu.be/CH70-D7sEgI. But if you are reading this study in print or perhaps in PDF, without an internet 
connection, the pages following the text (Appendix 1) illustrate the ending state of each timeslot.  

Thursday 

We begin at 8:00, when most participants are in the opening session, with a large portion either still in bed, eating, 
or working. After the opening session, everyone is out of bed and is either working, attending a 
session/roundtable, or listening to Angela Davis, the featured speaker who spoke in the main ballroom 
immediately after the opening session. For the remainder of Thursday’s organized time-slots, it is not surprising 
that most of my respondents went back and forth between eating and attending one of our panels or roundtables. 
However, what is a bit surprising is how many participants report “working,” and not attending any organized 
session. It is not clear from the response sheets what everyone is doing when they are working, but a few 

http://youtu.be/CH70-D7sEgI


respondents say they are preparing to give their paper, while others report doing school work, such as grading or 
preparing lectures. During the middle part of the day, during sessions B, C, and D, the swarm of participants seems 
to cross paths between eating somewhere and attending a session.  

To end Thursday, participants illustrate a trend I think we have all seen over the past few years: attending the 
Bedford party or some other party. While it is fun to get free food and drink and to see friends socially, this trend 
also means that very few of our members are attending evening conference activities, whether that be the 
Scholars for the Dream reception or one of the many SIG or caucus meetings offered by our members on Thursday 
evening. If my numbers are representative (and it’s possible they are not, given the small sample size), only 8% of 
conference attendees (my 4 participants out of my 51) participate in one of our grassroots events Thursday 
evening.  

Friday 

Friday begins with a full third of my participants sleeping in for the F Session at 8:00, and the rest attending 
sessions. Most of the day follows the general trend we observed on Thursday, with most participants attending 
sessions, and a substantial number eating, meeting, or socializing. Even though the awards ceremony was packed 
in Indianapolis, the data suggest that most participants are actually grabbing a bite to eat at that time. Friday ends 
with many more participants attending SIGs and caucuses than on Thursday, along with a substantial number of 
participants socializing or attending parties.  

Limits of This Pilot Study 

My sample size of 51 represents only 1.65% of the 3087 registrations in Indianapolis, and while these results 
(animated and aggregated) match many members’ subject observations of recent conventions, the sample size will 
have to be larger before we can generalize about member behavior with confidence.  

Observations and Action Items 

The sample will have to be larger before we can generalize about member behavior with confidence. But this pilot 
research does not aim for the power of a clinical study; rather, it seeks to highlight trends among our members. 
This sort of small-N empirical look at the user experience of the conference is good enough to suggest 
improvements for future conventions and to identify areas for further, more rigorous, research. For example, I 
think the following items are worth trying to fix for the Tampa convention, and I have used this information to try 
to address them.  

Low attendance in the exhibit hall. One of the activities I am surprised to see under-visited is the exhibit hall. My 
respondents only mark 18 boxes out of 700 entries (2.5%) in the exhibit hall, and those appear primarily on Friday 
afternoon. If these results are representative, then there are many publishers, academic presses, software 
publishers, and other vendors who are paying for exhibit space, but who do not get a very high percentage of 
visitors. Informal discussions with publishers and other vendors confirms this sense that the exhibit hall is not as 
busy as it has been in previous years. Even if this study doesn’t rise to the level of statistical significance, the fact 
that very few of my participants appear to have visited the exhibit hall is troubling. I have placed the exhibit hall in 
the very center of action in Tampa, along the main thoroughfare in the convention center, right next to the 
registration area and the interactive Writer’s Hub that will act as the central meeting and making space for our 
2015 convention. I encourage members to visit the exhibit hall. These vendors support our organization and have 
committed the resources to show you their book or magazine catalog, to share manuscripts in development, to tell 
you about organizations and movements that are meaningful to our members, to create a space for you to meet 
their authors and designers, to provide technology that lets you learn about the software tools your school is using 
or will be using, and to talk with the editors of book series and university presses about your ideas.  

Key organizational values undermined on Thursday evening. While the C’s schedules key activities like the 
Scholars for the Dream reception, the Gloria Anzaldúa reception, and the Thursday SIGs and caucuses, my research 
suggests that most of the registered guests do not participate in them—lured away from the convention by the 



Bedford party, dinner plans, and other get-togethers. Free will being what it is, I recognize our members’ rights to 
pursue happiness, but it also saddens me that free food and drink is all it takes to distract our members from 
recognizing their colleagues’ excellent work and from participating in the important grassroots lifeworld of 
member-driven activities. I have reached out to our friends in the publishing world to either hold receptions in the 
conference hotel or to delay the start of their offsite parties so that our members do not have to choose between 
celebrating award winners or getting on a bus for an exotic party location. I encourage you to stay at the 
convention during the evenings, when we hold receptions that celebrate diversity and scholarly achievement, as 
well as attend grassroots meetings with members with similar interests.  

Low attendance in SIGs and caucuses. The aforementioned parties do not account entirely for the poor 
attendance of evening activities, as many members are simply visiting with friends or dining and NOT attending 
offsite parties. It is entirely possible that our members are unaware of the convention’s evening activities, or 
perhaps are not persuaded of those activities’ values. If this is the case, then we may find a solution in plain old 
information and rhetoric: pointing to the value of these activities and persuading members to vary their evening 
plans from previous years so that they may experience the convention in a different, possibly improved, way—and 
being a fan of these receptions and grassroots meetings, I am planning on doing just that—blogging, vlogging, and 
tweeting about the importance of these events. Special Interest Groups (SIGs) are just that: gatherings of members 
who share a particular interest (such as Kenneth Burke, technical writing, or retired compositionists). These 
gatherings are not organized by the CCCC leadership, but reflect instead your interests. When you attend (and 
everyone is invited to attend the SIG or Caucus of your choice), you will find kindred spirits and the automatic 
opportunity for engagement with issues in the field, such as writing resolutions, planning research projects, 
proposing panels for the next convention, and simply getting to know teachers and scholars with interests similar 
to yours.  The caucuses are very similar to SIGs—they are gatherings of similar people who have long-standing 
organizational or disciplinary projects located around a particular identity, and their names reflect these identity 
interests: Black Caucus, Queer Caucus, Asian/Asian American Caucus, Native American Caucus, Labor Caucus, and 
Latino Caucus.  Note: Appendix 3 lists all the caucuses and SIGS scheduled for our 2015 convention in Tampa. 
Please examine the list and make plans to attend one or two on Thursday evening and one or two on Friday 
evening.  You’ll be glad you did.  

Good, Bad, and Ugly Time-Slots. It is clear that the 8:00 session slot has stiff competition from our members’ beds 
and the breakfast buffet. In scheduling the Tampa convention, I explored the possibility of starting each day at 
9:00, but discovered such a move would make it impossible to accept as many proposals. Still, creative scheduling 
ought to be explored in more detail by future program chairs. Similarly, the noon hours see a greatly reduced 
session attendance because everyone is grabbing a bite to eat. As long as we are OK with the most favorable time 
slots being mid-morning and mid-afternoon, when there is relatively little competition for member attention, then 
nothing has to be done. But we might be able to bolster attendance during breakfast and lunch if we consider 
hiring sandwich carts in the session areas, or constructing a convention space in a hub-and-spoke architecture, 
where the hub contains plenty of food and coffee nearby to all the concurrent sessions.  

Conclusion 

From looking at budgets, timelines, and previous convention planning documents, it seems to me that the CCCC 
has approached its conventions as large systems, and it has done a good job at producing consistently affordable, 
interesting, and well-run conventions because of this perspective. However, by conducting this study and sharing 
my results with you, I hope to introduce you to a different way of thinking about conventions and to provide a new 
tool for CCCC program chairs to use in planning future meetings. Future conventions that employ this perspective 
may end up looking very much like our existing conferences, but it is worthy of our organization to make the effort 
to understand our members, to listen to them, and to operate transparently in their behalf. At its core, this study is 
not an argument to abandon our system-based perspective, but an argument that studying participant movement 
animations ought to help us build future conventions that adapt planned conference activities to human 
experience, rather than asking participants to change their nature in order to adapt to our convention.  

 



 

Appendix 1: Images of the End State of Each Time Slot 



 













 

 

Appendix 2:  Times and Time-Slots at the 2014 CCCC, Indianapolis 

Thursday Friday 
Opening Session 8:30-10:00 Session F   8:00-9:15 
Session A 10:30-11:45 Session G  9:30-10:45 
Session B 12:15 – 1:30 Session H  11:00-12:15 
Session C 1:45-3:00 Session I    12:30-1:45 
Session D 3:15 -4:30 Session J   2:00-3:15 
Session E 4:45-6:00 Session K   3:30-4:45 
Thursday SIGs 6:30-7:30 Awards      5:00-6:30 
 Friday SIGs 6:30-7:30 
 

 

  



Appendix 3:  SIGs and Caucuses Scheduled to Meet at CCCC 2015, Tampa 

Thursday 6:30 – 7:30 Friday 6:30 – 7:30 
Appalachian Rhetoric, Composition, and Literacy SIG American Indian Caucus 
Cognition and Writing SIG:  “A Conversation with Duane 
Roen: The Eight Habits of Mind” 

Asian/Asian American Caucus 

2015 Council on Basic Writing SIG Black Caucus 
Digital Humanities and the Fifth C Labor Caucus 
ENGICOMM SIG Latino Caucus 
Faculty Development and Composition Queer Caucus 
International Writing Centers Association: A Gathering of 
Like Minds, and Maybe Not-So-Like Minds 

Adult Writers in Diverse Contexts 

Kenneth Burke Society at CCCC Community Literacy, Service-Learning, and Public 
Rhetorics SIG 

Klal Rhetoric: Jewish Approaches to Rhetoric and 
Composition 

Creative Nonfiction SIG 

Language, Linguistics, and Writing SIG Creative Writing SIG: Creating a Writing Space 
Medical Rhetoricians SIG SIG for Effective Practices in Online Writing Instruction: 

Faculty Matters and the CCCC OWI Principles and 
Effective Practices 

National Archives of Composition and Rhetoric SIG for English Education/Composition Connections 
Non-Western Rhetorical Traditions Graduate Student SIG: Managing Our Digital Presence 
Race and Technology in Composition and Rhetoric SIG Independent Writing Departments and Programs 

Association Annual Business Meeting 
Rhetoric's Histories: Traditions, Theories, Pedagogies, and 
Practices 

Annual Meeting of the International Network of 
Writing-across-the-Curriculum Programs 

The Role of Reading in Composition Studies Play and Game Studies SIG 
Senior, Late-Career, and Retired Professionals in 
Rhet/Comp/Writing Studies SIG 

Rhetoric and Religious Traditions Business Meeting 

SIG for Teachers who are Non-Native Speakers of English Science and Writing 
Teaching in Prison: Pedagogy, Research and Literacies Transnational Composition SIG 
Untenured Writing Program Administrators Undergraduate Consortium in Rhetoric and Writing 
Women's Network SIG SIG on Undergraduate Research 
Writing-About-Writing Development Group - Standing 
Group Meeting 

Working-Class Culture and Pedagogy SIG 

Business Meeting of Assembly for Expanded Perspectives 
on Learning 

Writing with Current, Former, and Future Members of 
the Military 

Disability Studies Wearable Computing, Wearable Composing 
 Progressive Approaches to Grammar, Punctuation, and 

Usage  
 Second Language Writing SIG (Note: This SIG runs from 

5:00 – 6:00 p.m., following the “20 Years of Second 
Language Writing at CCCC” session) 
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